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Pointing Breed Master Hunter Excellent Test 
 

New and Revised Sections to the Regulations 

The purpose of the MHX test is to recognize the most accomplished dogs in the Pointing Breed Hunting Test 

program. The MHX dog is expected to consistently give a finished performance. The MHX test consists of 

two series, and a dog demonstrates its consistency by passing both series in order to pass the MHX test.  

Chapter 1, Section 3.  Making Application.  Paragraph #3. 
   

A local club or regional association is permitted to hold up to eight (8) licensed hunting tests within a 

calendar year.  A club or regional association may hold up to two Master Hunter Excellent test per year.   

A stand-alone Master Hunter Excellent Test does not count against the annual limited number of events.  

A stand-alone MHX test requires its own event number and the standard event application fee will apply.     

 

Chapter 1, Section 3A.  Test Levels to be Offered.   
 

A club may offer Junior, Senior, Master, and Master Excellent (MHX) test levels but shall not offer more 

than one of each test level at an event.  A club may hold up to two MHX tests per calendar year.  Test 

levels may be run in more than one division, but dogs shall not be entered in more than one division of 

the same test level.  Whenever test levels are split, they shall be split equally with placement of the odd 

dogs or brace determined by the Committee.  

A minimum of two test levels must be offered except a club may hold a stand-alone MHX test.   A club 

may be approved to offer other single test level events provided that such approval is requested in writing 

and approved by the AKC Performance Events Department. 

     

Chapter 1, Section 8.  Ribbons and Rosettes. 
 

A club holding a licensed or member Hunting Test shall offer prize ribbons or rosettes.  Dogs passing the 

MHX test shall receive a rosette.  In addition, dogs shall receive a rosette for each series passed in the 

MHX test.   Each ribbon or rosette shall be a least two inches wide and eight inches long and orange in 

color and shall bear on its face a facsimile of the seal of The American Kennel Club, the words, 

“Qualifying Score,” the name of the test-giving club and the name of the test (Junior, Senior, Master, or 

Master Hunter Excellent Hunting Tests).  

  

Chapter 1, Section 4. Entry Requirements. New second paragraph. 
 

A dog must have previously earned the Master Hunter (MH) title to be eligible to enter the Master Hunter 

Excellent test.  This can be based on the owner’s records.   

 

Chapter 1, Section 6. Judges’ Eligibility and Approval. New fifth bullet. 
 

• A MHX judge must have previously judged a minimum of five MH level tests, must view an online 

MHX seminar, and must pass the online MHX judges’ test. It is expected that MHX test judges will 

judge appropriately in order to maintain the standard of performance expected for this testing level. 

The Performance Events Department reserves the right to rescind an individuals’ privilege to judge if, 

after discussions and suggestions from the Performance Events staff, a lack of correct judgement 

persists.  
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Chapter 2. New Section 6. Master Hunter Excellent (MHX) Title. 
 

A dog must have earned the Master Hunter (MH) title to be eligible to enter the MHX test. This can be 

based on the owner’s records. The MHX test is a two series test. A dog must receive a passing score of 8.0 

or greater in each series to pass the MHX test.  The MHX title is a suffix title. 

In order to be recorded as a Master Hunter Excellent, a dog must acquire qualifying scores in three MHX 

tests. Upon completion of this requirement, an AKC Master Hunter Excellent (MHX) certificate will be 

issued.  

A dog that has been recorded a MHX may continue to enter the MHX test. Each time the dog passes the 

MHX test after earning the MHX title, the dog is eligible to earn the MHX# title. The number (#) 

indicates the number of time the dog has passed the MHX test starting with the number 4. The MHX# 

title is issued upon the request of the owner by submitting a MHX title application form. Typically an 

owner will apply for the MHX# title at the time the dog is retired or prior to being bred so the title appears 

on the dog’s pedigree.  

For every series passed in the MHX test, a dog receives one pass toward its Master Hunter Advanced (MHA) 

title.  e.g.  A dog that fails the MHX test but passes one series will receive one pass toward its MHA title. 

A dog that has earned the MHX title may continue to enter lower level tests. No further JH, SH or MH 

certificates will be issued. 

       

Chapter 4. New Section 13. Format of the Master Hunter Excellent Test.   
 

1. The MH Excellent Test consists of two 30-minute series. A dog must receive a passing score in both 

series to pass the MHX Test. Dogs that do not pass series #1 may run in series #2 but shall not pass the 

MHX Test.  After the conclusion of series #1, all dogs desiring to run in series #2 shall be redrawn to 

determine the running order for series #2.  

2. Clubs may hold the MHX Test over two days (one series each day) or they may hold one series in the 

morning and one in the afternoon depending on the number of entries, the weather, and how this fits 

into the club’s overall event schedule. If a club chooses to run the MHX test over two days, then all 

dogs must run once on each day. If the club chooses to run the MHX test in one day, then all dogs must 

run twice on the same day.  

3. Clubs with approved grounds may hold two MHX tests per calendar year. The MHX test may be a 

stand-alone test if the club desires. If it is held as a stand-alone test, it will not count as one of the club’s 

normal number of tests.  

4. Clubs may limit the entry in the MHX Test but in no case shall the limit be less than 20 entries.  

5. Handlers are not required to carry and shoulder a long-barreled gun in the MHX test.          

6. The Course.  A club may use a single course with or without a bird field.  The back course must be of 

adequate length, shall not cover the same ground twice, and consist of logical hunting cover.  The 

adequacy of the grounds are important since it is key for evaluating the dog’s hunting ability.  MHX 

grounds must be approved by the AKC Performance Events Department prior to a club being approved 

to hold a MHX test.  The Performance Events Department reserves the right to rescind approval should 

conditions change.   

Back Course with Bird Field.  If a bird field is utilized, the standard format shall be 22 minutes in 

the back course and 8 minutes in the bird field.  This is a minimum of a 1.0 mile back course.  It is 

expected that all MHX dogs will find birds in the back course.  In the bird field, the first shootable 

bird shall be retrieved.    
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What to do if the dog takes longer than 22 minutes on the back course?  The MHX test shall be a total 

of 30 minutes.  If a dog takes longer than 22 minutes to get to the bird field, it shall be given the 

remainder of its 30 minutes in the bird field.  For example, if the dog gets to the bird field in 26 

minutes, it shall be given 4 minutes in the bird field.   

If the dog fails to find a bird in the bird field in its remaining time, but the dog has had finds on the 

back course, the dog shall be called back for a retrieve, provided the scores for the four categories 

evaluated on the back course are sufficient that the dog could possibly average an 8.0 after the 

retrieve.  This means the total score for the four categories evaluated on course must be 30 or greater.  

Dogs with scores of less than 30 shall not be called back for a retrieve.    

No Bird Field – Call Back for Retrieve.  If the format of the test is “no bird field – call back for 

retrieve,” the course shall be a minimum of 1.35 miles.  Dogs must have bird work on course.  Dogs 

that complete the 30-minute course with bird work will be called back for a retrieve, provided the 

scores for the four categories evaluated on course are sufficient that the dog could possibly average an 

8.0 after the retrieve.  This means the total score for the four categories evaluated on course must be 

30 or greater.  Dogs with scores of less than 30 shall not be called back for a retrieve.    

No Bird Field – Gunning on Course.  If the format of the test is “no bird field – gunning on course,” 

the 30-minute course shall be a minimum of 1.35 miles.  Dogs must have bird work on course.  The 

first shootable bird shall be retrieved.  If birds are found but a retrieve is not possible, the dog will be 

called back for a retrieve, provided the scores for the four categories evaluated on course are sufficient 

that the dog could possibly average an 8.0 after the retrieve.  This means the total score for the four 

categories evaluated on course must be 30 or greater.  Dogs with scores of less than 30 shall not be 

called back for a retrieve.    

7. Bird Planting – Back Course.  It is expected that all MHX dogs will find birds on the back course.  

Clubs have the responsibility to evaluate the nature of the back course when determining the number 

of birds to release.  At a minimum, six birds (separate locations) shall be released on the back course 

prior to the first brace.  After the first brace, a minimum of three birds shall be released on the back 

course prior to every brace.  As the event proceeds, bird planters/judges should monitor the amount of 

bird work.  The number of birds may need to be increased or decreased depending on conditions in 

order to provide every dog a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate its bird work on the back course 

without providing so many birds that a dog’s hunting ability cannot be properly evaluated.   

 Bird Planting – Bird Field.  Bird planters/gunners should monitor the bird field to ensure there is a  

minimum of three birds in the bird field for every brace.      

 The Bird Planter - To properly provide dogs an opportunity to demonstrate their ability to find birds, 

the bird planter must be knowledgeable with regard to bird placement, taking into consideration 

logical cover and wind direction. 

   

Guidelines for Pointing Breed Hunting Tests. New Part III. Master Hunter Excellent Test Categories.  

 

Introduction 

The purpose of the MHX test is to recognize the most accomplished dogs in the Pointing Breed Hunting 

Test program. The MHX dog is expected to consistently give a finished performance. The MHX test 

consists of two series, and a dog demonstrates its consistency by passing both series in order to pass the 

MHX test.  

 

There is a slight shift in emphasis compared to the Master Hunter. There is greater emphasis placed on the 

dog’s hunting ability – its desire and intelligence. A MHX dog’s manners around birds should be held to the 
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highest standards. When evaluating handling for a MHX dog, the handler sets the general direction (course) 

and the dog should use its initiative, instincts, and intelligence within the context of the course.  A dog 

should not repeatedly look to its handler for direction.   

A MHX dog shall not pass the test due to (1) not achieving an average score of 8.0 or greater, (2) failure to 

find a bird, (3) interference with its bracemate, (4) being gone for more than five minutes as determined by 

the judge, (5) failure to honor a clear opportunity (blinks the back), or (6) the dog sits or lays down during 

its bird work or while honoring.   

   

A dog in a MHX test shall be picked-up for interference or an extreme breach of manners that, in the judge’s 

opinion, could interfere with its bracemates opportunity to demonstrates its abilities. An extreme breach of 

manners includes a dog that breaks and chases a bird. Interference can include aggression, ongoing 

harassment, ongoing playing, or stealing point. The judges decide what is “ongoing” given the nature of the 

interference.  In a MHX test, the dog shall be picked up for sitting or laying down while honoring.   

Scoring  

The description of what is expected of the dog is often stated as the ideal performance. Judges may have the 

ideal performance in their mind. However, very few dogs achieve perfection. In assessing a dog’s 

performance, faults shall be scored lower to the extent of the fault.  

 

Scoring in the MHX test shall be done to the half point (for example 7.5). To pass the MHX test, a dog must 

not receive less than a 5.0 in any category and receive an overall average of 8.0 or greater in each of the 

series that together make up the MHX test. 

 

Only experienced MH level judges are allowed to judge the MHX test. MHX judges should be prepared to 

assign scores based on their previous judging experience. Their experience should mitigate concerns about 

scoring the first couple of dogs too high, thereby not properly acknowledging better performances that 

might follow.  

 

Unique situations will occur in the field. Judges needs to apply their experience and common sense on how 

to handle these occurrences. When in doubt, a judges should consult with their judging partner. 

    

Knowledgeable judges can view a dog’s performance differently. It is perfectly acceptable for judges to 

assign different scores. The event secretary will average the scores when presenting the results to the 

handler. However, judges must agree on whether or not a dog will receive an overall qualifying score. 

 

MHX Test Categories 

MNX Scoresheet. The scoresheet for the MHX Test has five scored categories. Compared to the MH 

scoresheet, the MHX categories place more emphasis on a dogs hunting ability, treats trainability as a 

means to an end such as bird work and handling, and eliminates honoring as a scored activity.  

 

1. Hunting Desire – The MHX dog shall demonstrate a keen desire to hunt, boldness, and initiative. A 

dog that repeatedly looks to its handler for direction is not demonstrating good initiative.  The dog 

shall demonstrate its stamina by maintaining a reasonable, consistent pace during the full time 

under judgement. Speed and range should not necessarily be considered an indicator of a dog’s 

desire to hunt. Breeds have different ways of going and this should be a consideration when 

evaluating a dog’s desire.  Desire should be evaluated in terms of the dog’s enthusiasm, boldness, 

and the initiative it displays in hunting the course. 

 

2. Hunting Intelligence – The MHX dog shall, by its own initiative, intelligently apply itself to the 

course, demonstrating a  useful, generally forward pattern of hunting, and using the wind and 
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terrain to its best advantage while searching likely objectives. A dog that repeatedly looks to its 

handlers for direction is not demonstrating good hunting intelligence.  A MHX judge must consider 

and recognize the quality of the find. A dog that finds birds in off-the-path locations shall be 

appreciated and given extra credit for its efforts. The number of birds found is not necessarily an 

indicator of a dog’s hunting intelligence.  

Judges must maintain their focus on this important skill in order to properly evaluate a dog’s 

application to the course.  Hunting intelligence must be evaluated continuously throughout the brace.         

 

3. Handling – When evaluating handling for a MHX dog, the handler sets the general direction 

(course) and the dog should use its initiative, instincts, and intelligence within the context of the 

course.  When evaluating a dogs willingness to handle, a judge shall take into consideration the 

likely cover and terrain, not being too quick to fault a dog that does not immediately respond to its 

handler if it is hunting likely objectives.  

Excessive handling detracts from a dog’s ability to demonstrate its initiative and intelligence and 

should be penalized (scored lower) to the extent of the fault. 

The MHX dog should stay reasonably to the front, and not range out-of-sight for a length of time to 

detract from its usefulness as a practical hunting companion. Regarding “length of time to detract,” 

once the handler is informed that in the judge’s opinion the dog is “gone,” the handler has five 

minutes from that point to show the dog. At the end of the brace, if the clock has started due to the 

dog’s absence, the handler shall be given the remaining time to show the show. A dog shall not pass 

the MHX test if it is gone for more than five minutes.  

 

4. Bird Work – Bird work means the dog’s manners around birds. It encompasses a number of 

behaviors. Style should be evaluated in terms of the dog’s intensity and staunchness while on point. 

A high head and tail should not necessarily be considered good style. Different breeds were 

developed to point birds with different head/tail positions. However, in all cases a dog should exhibit 

good intensity and staunchness while on point.  

A dog should not sit down or lay down during its bird work.  If this occurs, the dog shall not receive 

a passing score in bird work.   

The handler may gently caution a MHX dog on point. Cautioning shall be quiet and infrequent. No 

intimidation or blocking shall be permitted. Loud and excessive handling on birds shall be scored 

lower to the to the extent of the fault.  

A MHX dog must demonstrate that it is positively steady to wing and shot on all pointed birds. If the 

find is not a retrieving situation, the handler must fire a blank pistol. If the bird is shot, the dog shall 

not be sent to retrieve until the bird is on the ground and the dog has positively demonstrated its 

steadiness. Faults shall be scored lower to the extent of the fault.  

The handler of a MHX dog has the option of collaring the dog after its bird work is complete.  This 

must be done in a gentle manner in order to direct the dog or water the dog.  In no case shall the 

handler lift the dog’s feet off the ground while collaring.  The distance the dog is collared should not 

be excessive.  The judge shall stop the handler if the judge feels the distance is excessive. 

A MHX dog should demonstrate its ability to pinpoint birds with confidence. A dog should be 

scored lower if it exhibits uncertainty in locating birds, especially if this occurs repeatedly, or if the 

dog experiences an unusually high number of non-productives. Judges should take into consideration 

the weather and scenting conditions when evaluating a dogs performance.    

If a handler cannot locate the bird when a dog is pointing, the dog may be relocated on command. 

Relocations are evaluated as part of bird work.  
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A MHX dog must stop on a wild flushed bird without being given a command to do so. The handler 

shall fire a blank on a stop-to-flush bird and the dog shall be heeled or collared off before it is cast to 

continue its hunt.  

A MHX dog shall not delay chase a flushed bird. Faults shall be scored lower to the extent of the fault.  

Handlers do not need to carry a long-barreled gun in the MHX test.   

 

5. Retrieving – The perfect retrieve consists of a good mark, where the dog goes directly to the 

downed bird; quick pick up; brisk, direct return to the handler; with a tender delivery to hand. There 

should not be excessive commands on the retrieve, with consideration for the difficulty of the 

situation. Anything short of perfect shall be scored lower to the extent of the fault. 

In the MHX test, only the first shootable bird is required to be retrieved. The handler or the judge 

may request additional retrieves at their discretion.  All retrieves shall be considered when 

determining the score for retrieving (not just the last retrieve).   

In a call back, a live bird must be planted, the dog must point the bird and demonstrate steadiness to 

wing and shot. In no case may a dead bird be thrown for the dog. It is preferred that two gunners be 

used whenever a dog is called back to retrieve. 

Conditions such as the type of cover where the bird fell, the terrain and condition of the downed 

bird sometimes makes a retrieve difficult. If the judge determines the retrieve is extremely difficult 

or impossible, the dog shall be given another opportunity to retrieve.  

Safety is of utmost importance. Everyone involved in situation where live ammunition is being used 

must wear blaze orange clothing. The amount of blaze orange required will be determined by the 

State hunting laws where the test is being held.  

Honoring – Honoring is not a scored category, however, a dog that encounters its bracemate on point must 

honor throughout the entire flush, shot, and retrieve. The honoring dog may be heeled or collared off and 

sent on at the discretion of the judge if the pointing/retrieving dog is taking overly long. A dog that steals 

point shall be picked up. A dog that totally fails to honor (blinks the back) when presented with a clear 

opportunity shall fail the test. A dog should not sit down or lay down while it is honoring.  If this occurs, the 

dog shall be picked up.   

All dogs that are eligible to enter the MHX have repeatedly demonstrated their ability to honor when 

earning the MH title. Therefore, if a dog does not have an opportunity to honor, it shall not be penalized. 

This will eliminate the “please remain on point while the other dog is called over here” situation. There 

shall be no call backs to honor.   
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